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REVIEWS OF PERIODICALS
by Mark Maestrone

Esprit: Sports et Olympisme: Jean-Pierre Picquot,
172 Bd. Berthier, 75017 Paris, France. [In French]

December 2013 (#70). The big news in 2013 was of
course the selection of Tokyo as the host of the
2020 Olympic Games, and the election of a new
IOC president, Thomas Bach of Germany. Jean-
Louis Emmenegger covers both in his article on the
125th IOC Session in Buenos Aires.

Unless you are French-speaking, you may never
have heard of Les Jeux de la Francophonie
(Francophone, or French- speakers’, Games) held
every four years. René Christin provides a philatelic
review beginning with the inaugural games in 1989.

Manfred Bergman presents Part 3 of his study of
the 1924 Olympic “Pasteur” cards. Sylvain Bouchet
explores an interesting topic, “Coubertin and the
Ceremonies.”

Additional articles in this issue review the
Olympic Fair held in Bø, Norway; illustrations of
past Olympic Winter Games medals and a preview
of the Sochi awards; and lastly, a look at the sport
of fencing.

Filabasket Review: Luciano Calenda, POB 17126 -
Grottarossa, 00189 Rome, Italy.[Color, in English]

December 2013 (#42). The highlight of this issue is
Part 8 of the colorful series on Olympic basketball
stamps spanning the period from just after Atlanta’s
Centennial Olympic Games of 1996 to just prior to
the start of the 2004 Athens Olympics.

Continuing a topic introduced in the previous
issue about Open Class exhibiting, the author
presents a whole variety of collectibles that might
be candidates: match box labels, sports advertising,
vignettes, and pennants. An example of a non-sport
Open Class exhibit entitled “Mafia” discusses, in
one instance, prostitution as a source of the Mafia’s
income. The exhibitor cleverly incorporates “hook-
er tax” stamps used by doctors in Argentina to
certify the health of local prostitutes!

Finally, a presentation of fascinating mailed
postal documents rounds out the issue with, yes,
some unusual and intriguing uses of basketball
stamps. Updates of new basketball stamps and
cancels are also included.

IMOS Journal: Diethard Hensel, Dorfstr. 15, OT
Koselitz,  D-01609 Röderaue, Germany. [In German]

November 2013 (#160). The IMOS Journal uses this
issue to catch up on its various catalogs with
updates to Olympic and sports stamps, postmarks
and postal stationery from around the world. Of
particular interest is the lengthy section on Russia’s
expansive output of postal stationery cards and
envelopes for the Sochi Olympic Winter Games.

The second part of this issue presents articles
from various contributors. Guido van Hoey writes
on Belgian figure skating philately which includes
a lovely Publibel card from 1945-6 depicting various
sports for which the card’s sponsor, Nestor Benoît
in Brussels, markets equipment. Illustrated on the
card are canoeing, camping, fishing, ice skating,
tennis, skiing and swimming.

For football fans, Peter Leinemann celebrates
the 150th anniversary of the UK’s Football Associ-
ation, and the 140th year of the Scottish Football
Association.

Torch Bearer: Miss Paula Burger, 19 Hanbury Path,
Sheerwater, Woking, Surrey GU21 5RB, U.K.

December 2013 (Vol.30, #4). With Sochi upon us,
Torch Bearer provides an updated cataloging of
Russia Post’s extensive output as host postal ad-
ministration for the 2014 Sochi Olympic Winter
Games. Editor Bob Farley begins with new stamp
issues and their associated postmarks from Novem-
ber and December 2013. The largest section covers
the huge issue of postal stationery depicting the
many architecturally stunning venues purpose-built
for these games, and the series of postal cards for
each of the 15 sports on the Olympic schedule. A
third section tracks the course of the Olympic
Torch Relay which includes postmarks for what
seems like nearly every overnight stop of the torch
on its 4-month run across Russia. The special side-
trips, such as to the International Space Station, are
also covered.

Lest you think that we’ve left London 2012
behind us ... think again! Bob updates us on further
stamps and cancels from around the world as well
as the many postmarks for 2012 used in China.


